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ANOTACE

Cílem této práce je prouzkoumat a nadále foneticky a historicky analyzovat mluvený projev 

paní N. Teoretická část se zabývá charakteristickými znaky britského (GB),  Devon a Dorsetského, 

standardního amerického a filipínského přízvuku a jejich srovnáním s důrazem zejména na znaky 

segmentální.  Praktická  část  foneticky  analyzuje  nahrávku  mluvené  řeči  paní  N.  s  důrazem na 

výslovnost.  Mluvená nahrávka obsahuje jak spontánní mluvu, tak čtený text.

Klíčová slova

přízvuk, GA, jihozápadní, GB, PhlE, fonetika, fonologie, foném, analýza

ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis is to examine and phonetically as well as historically analyse Mrs N’s  

speech. The theoretical part of this thesis focuses on the distinctive aspects of the General British 

(GB), South-western, General American and Filipino accent with focus on the segmental features. 

The theoretical part provides an analysis of a recording consisting of spontaneous speech and a text 

reading by Mrs N.  The recording is  analysed from the phonetic  point  of  view with regard  to 

pronunciation. 
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INTRODUCTION

The theme and topic of this thesis is the analysis of the speech of Mrs N, who has been 

linguistically influenced by several accents throughout her life. Now living in Dorset, the United 

Kingdom, Mrs N was born into a Chinese family, who emigrated to the Philippines before she was 

born. She learned English in the Philippines, proceeded to study in America, has married to an 

English man and moved to the South-west of England, UK. This rich and interesting history of hers 

has greatly inspired me to carry out a  small-scale research, in which I aim to ascertain how much 

has she been influenced by the individual accents and if her current accent can be regarded as 

rather British, American, Philippine or a mixture of these. In other words, I wish to thoroughly 

investigate which words are pronounced with these different accents. What is more, the fact that 

she is not a native speaker of English motivated me even further as I am, myself, an L2 speaker of 

English.

In the theoretical part of the work, four English accents that have shaped N´s current accent 

are introduced, described and compared: General British, the South-west English accent, General 

American  and  Philippine  English.  In  addition,  I  provide  a  succinct  overview  of  some  of  the 

common mispronunciation of L2 speakers of English.

The General British accent is analysed in greater depth in contrast to the others. That is not 

to say I disregard the other accents. My intention is to introduce all the features on the General 

British accent and proceed to compare the other accents to the General British accent and between 

each other. As for the features of the pronunciation in the South-west of England, the focus is put  

mostly on the Dorset, Devon and Exeter areas as Mrs N currently lives and works there. Moreover, 

although there is a plethora of accents in the USA, the focus is strictly on the General American 

English for the purpose of my research as the subject’s experiences in America were mainly centred 

around  her  time at  university,  which  is  likely  to  have  put  her  into  contact  with  the  educated 

Americans, who speak in the General American accent. As for the Philippine English, the ‘basilect’ 

as described by Tayao (1050) is disregarded, as the study of ethnic subgroups is not within the 

scope of my thesis. The features of the ‘acrolect’ and ‘mesolect’ as described by Tayao (1050), 

which represent the language of “educated Filipinos” are studied (Tayao 1050). Moreover, sources 

of sociophonetic variability in pronunciation are briefly described.

The practical part of this thesis constitutes of a qualitatively oriented case study resulting in 

a phonetic and phonological analysis of Mrs N’s speech. The analysis is conducted with focus on 

the segmental features and is constructed to ascertain which features of the four accents occur in 
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Mrs N’s current speech. The case study is composed of two parts. Firstly, analysis of spontaneous 

speech of Mrs N is carried out, prompted by some open-ended questions. Secondly, a recording of 

a  text  reading produced by Mrs N is  examined for various  features of  accent  distinction.  The 

recorded text had been assembled for the purpose of this case study and includes 87 target words,  

all of which represent various phenomena indicative of the aforementioned accents.
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LITERATURE OVERVIEW

It is important to mention some previous research which has been conducted to date in the 

area. The phonetics and phonology of the General British and General American accents have been 

studied for many decades; therefore, there is much research to be found. The works on American, 

UK and Australian accents by Qin Yan and Saeed Vaseghi are worth mentioning as they use the  

comparative analysis method. Additionally, the studies by Wells, Ulrike Altendorf, and Dominic 

Watt,  Widdowson, Upton Clive and Robinson have all provided excellent information concerning 

the phonetics and phonology of GB and GA accents. There has been considerably less research on 

the phonetics and phonology of the Philippine English. MA Lourdes G. Tayao has published a 

number of interesting and significant thesiss. Much of her work proved to be very useful for the 

purpose of this work. Various publications on the linguistic and literary dimensions of Philippine 

English have been comprised by MA Lourdes S. Bautista in collaboration with Kingsley Bolton. 

Additionally, studies on the Standard Philippine English was conducted by Howard P. McKaughan.
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1 THEORETICAL PART

For the purpose of this part, several accents are analysed, characterized and compared. Each 

accent  is  firstly  introduced,  some  important  research  is  mentioned  followed  by  an  in-depth 

summary of the salient features of the accent. 

To reiterate, most information is provided on the General British English accent (GB) as the 

individual phonetic and phonological features introduced can serve as a baseline,  to which the 

features of the other accents can be compared and contrasted. However, the Philippine English 

tends to be compared mostly to the American English as it is its matrilect, that is, the Philippine 

English was created based on the American English (Tayao 1048).

A special focus was put on the vowels as they tend to vary the most across all accents. That 

is  not  to  say,  the  theory  on  which  this  thesis  is  based  centres  strictly  around  vowels.  Many 

phenomena relating to the consonants are described, explained and exemplified as well. 

There is  less information mentioned regarding the English spoken in the South-west of 

England, as there has not been much research carried out. What is more, the influence of this accent 

on the subject of this case study is expected to be minimal as her family and friends speak in other 

accents  than  the  South-western  accent.  Similarly,  some  features  of  the  non-native  English 

pronunciation are mentioned; however, that chapter is fairly brief as the non-native accent is not the 

focus  point  of  this  case  study.  Nevertheless,  some  of  the  phenomena  connected  to  the  L2 

pronunciation patters  ought be mentioned.  Moreover,  variability  in  pronunciation and potential 

influences on accents and L2 speakers are discussed.
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1.1 General British (GB)

General  British,  formerly  the  Received  Pronunciation,  sometimes  also  called  “BBC 

English”  or  “Queen’s  English”  is  regarded,  as  the  name  might  suggests,  as  the  general 

pronunciation in academic, media and scientific spheres on the British Isles. Most of the British 

population speaks in a variety of different accents and GB is spoken on daily basis only by about 3-

4% of the population (Robinson). However, GB serves as the basis for pronunciation learning and 

teaching across Europe; therefore, it could be assumed there are many GB speakers who do not 

reside in the United Kingdom itself. What is more, phonetic and phonemic transcriptions, found in 

dictionaries, are based on GB, making it “a linguistic concept” (Robinson). Overall, although the 

GB accent is not used by the majority of the population of the UK, it provides a useful model to 

which other accents can be compared.

This  linguistic  phenomenon  was  introduced  at  the  beginning  of  the  20 th century  as 

“Received  Pronunciation”  where  ‘received’ means  ‘accepted’ or  ‘approved’ (Robinson).  The 

features of the RP were first described by Daniel Jones, who ascribed this accent to the elite and 

described it  as  the language of  the  public  schools.  Later,  it  was  perceived as  the language of 

London and boarding schools, and became slightly more tolerant to variations, as described by 

Gimson. In 1922, it was selected by the BBC as the official “broadcasting standard” (Robinson). 

In the late 20th century, Jack Windsor Lewis criticised the name “Received Pronunciation” and 

perceived it as a "ridiculously archaic, parochial and question-begging term" and renamed RP to 

“General British” which would make it parallel to the General American accent (Lewis). Although 

the General British English has developed, it still remains the language of the upper-classes, as 

described by J. Wells. 

It  is  usually  assumed that  GB is  based  on the  accents  from the  south  of  England but, 

according to Jonnie Robinson, it most resembles the features of 15th century Early Modern English 

dialects of the East Midlands (Robinson).
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Figure 1. Vowel qualities in GB.

Source:  Roach, Peter. “British English: Received Pronunciation.”  Journal of the International Phonetic Association, 

vol. 34, no. 2, 2004, pp. 239–245., doi:10.1017/s0025100304001768. p. 242

The GB vowel inventory contains twelve monophthongs, that is “a vowel articulated with 

tongue and the lips held in one position” (Collins and Mees 305). For the overview of all the vowel 

qualities see figure 1 above. Each of these vowels has distinct features as follows. The vowel / ɪ/, as 

in  KIT,  is  front,  half-closed  and  spread  (meaning  the  lips  are  spread  when  the  vowel  is  

pronounced).  It is like likely to occur in unstressed positions of the morphemes  -ed,  es, faces,  

hunted, David, minutes; otherwise in unstressed syllables it tends to undergo a reduction to /ə/ (see 

Upton 221 - 222). Likewise, its longer, tense realization, the FLEECE vowel /i:/, is also front and 

spread when articulated; the only difference between the two is that /i:/ is a closed vowel while /ɪ/ 

is a half-closed vowel. The DRESS vowel /e/ is also a front, half closed vowel. The word TRAP 

seems to be a little problematic because its vowel pronunciation appears to be gradually changing 

from  the  traditional-GB  /æ/,  which  is  front  and  half-open,  to  the  front  and  open  /a/.  This 

phenomenon proves there are variations even within the GB itself (Upton 222). The word LOT is a 

great example of GB pronunciation of the fully open back rounded /ɒ/,  while its  longer,  tense 

realization,  the  NORTH/FORCE vowel  /ɔ:/,  is  only  half-open  and  fully  rounded  back  vowel. 

STRUT exemplifies  the  half-open back  vowel  /ʌ/,  while  FOOT is  realized  by  the  half-closed 

somewhere between central and back “advanced rounded” vowel /ʊ/. Its long tense variant, the 

GOOSE vowel /u:/, is fully closed, back vowel. The long tense half-back /ɑ:/ can be found in the 

word  BATH,  although  some  speakers  have  a  tendency  towards  the  TRAP vowel  /a/;  these 

“speakers with short-vowel BATH variant have a long START vowel” like all other GB speakers 

(Upton 226). 

Apart from monophthongs, the GB vowel inventory also comprises of eight diphthongs. 

The GOAT diphthong /əʊ/  starts  in  the central,  half-closed position,  gliding towards the more 
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closed, back /ʊ/. More pronounced gliding movement and change of the vowel qualities can be 

detected  in  the  MOUTH vowel glide  /aʊ/,  whereupon the  tongue moves from the open,  front 

position towards the back, closed position. Similarly, the CHOICE diphthong has a startpoint at a 

fully open, back position, moving towards the closed, front KIT vowel. The PRICE diphthong /aɪ/ 

remains in the front position with the mouth moving from the fully open to the closed position. 

Likewise, the FACE diphthong /eɪ/ also retains its front position throughout but starts in the half-

open  position  and  ends  with  the  mouth  nearly  closed.  All  of  the  aforementioned  diphthongs 

conclude when the mouth is nearly or fully closed; thus we call them the closing diphthongs. In the 

same way, the remaining diphthongs are  the centring diphthong as they finish with the tongue 

being in the centre of the oral cavity; namely on the schwa /ə/ sound. Firstly, the NEAR diphthong /

ɪə/ glides from the almost closed, front to the half-closed central position. Secondly, the position of 

the mouth when pronouncing the SQUARE diphthong /eə/ remains between half-open and half-

closed, while the tongue moves from the front to the centre of the oral cavity. And finally, the 

CURE diphthong /ʊə/  starts off in the back, closed position, gliding towards the central schwa. 

In addition, the NURSE vowel /ɜ:/ is central, tense and almost half-open realization of the 

short,  lax central almost half-closed lettER vowel /ə/.  Another important feature of GB is non-

rhoticity. GB belongs to the non-rhotic category of English accents, meaning no /r/ is pronounced 

in the final and pre-consonantal position. The schwa vowel /ə/ takes its place instead. The only time 

/r/ is pronounced is before a vowel.

As  for  the  consonants  in  GB,  the  focus  will  be  put  on  three  interesting  phenomena 

concerning the consonants  rather  than  on an account  of  the  individual  consonants  themselves. 

Firstly,  glottalisation  need  to  be  mentioned  as,  according  to  Clive  Upton,  it  is  “a  secondary 

articulation involving the addition of glottal stop” [ʔ] by using the glottis (Upton 299). Whilst, 

officially,  it  “does not occur in GB intervocalically within a word,” there are still  instances of 

glottalisation within the GB, most of all commonly associated with the fortis plosive /t/” (Ramsaran 

181). Examples of words glottalised are Gatwick, Luton, catflap (Upton 228). This phenomenon is 

generally indicative of the Ceockney dialect from London and can occur in words such as butter or 

better.

Intrusive /r/ can be found in non-rhotic varieties of English such as GB. Many speakers 

insert the /r/ sound between two words in order to retain the flow of speech. The intrusive /r/ can 

most commonly be found “following the word-final /ə/, /ɑ:/ or /ɔ:/ before a word beginning with a 

vowel” e.g. the idea of it /ðɪ͜  aɪˈdɪər͜ əv͜ ɪt/ but also within a single word such as drawing /ˈdrɔ:rɪŋ/ 

(Upton 228). 
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Another feature of GB is a frequent yod coalescence in which usually “the sequence /tj/ and 

/dj/ are replaced by palato-alveolar affricates /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ not only within a single word, but also 

across word boundaries” (Collins and Mees 96). These forms are becoming increasingly common 

in GB and can be regularly heard in for example attitude, residue, tissue (Upton 229). Interestingly, 

some words which udergo the yod coalescence in GB, are usually pronounced with a yod-deletion 

in GA.

Overall,  there  are  24  consonants  in  GB  divided  into  two  categories:  sonorants  and 

obstruents. The, obstruents always have a noise component, they are produced with an obstruction 

to the air stream and the air pressure in the mouth is higher than on the outside during articulation. 

The obstruents  further  divide into plosives,  which are fortis  /p,t,k/  and lenis /b,d,g/;  fricatives, 

which are fortis /f, θ, s, ʃ, h/ and lenis /v, ð, z, ʒ/; and affricates, which are fortis /tʃ/ and lenis /dʒ/. 

The sonorants are sonorous, do not have a noise component and during articulation, the air pressure 

in  the  mouth  is  equal  to  the  outside.  The  sonorants  further  divide  into  nasals  /m,  n,  ŋ/  and 

approximants /l, r, w, j/. For the manner and place of articulation see figure 2.

Figure 2. Manner and place of articulation of consonants in GB.

Source:  Roach, Peter. “British English: Received Pronunciation.”  Journal of the International Phonetic Association, 

vol. 34, no. 2, 2004, pp. 239–245., doi:10.1017/s0025100304001768. p. 240
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1.2 English in the South-west of England

The South-west of England consists of three large areas, as illustrated in figure 3: Cornwall 

area, which is the most western part of England, Dorset and Devon, which lie in the middle and 

finally the numerous counties such as Gloucestershire, Somerset or Wiltshire. 

Figure 3. Map of the South-west of England.

Source: Counter, Sarah-Louise, et al. “The Sustainability of Atlantic Salmon (Salmo Salar L.) in South West England.”  

University of Sterling, 2013. p. 30

As for the vowels in the south-western English, in some areas the lengthening of short 

vowels  can  be detected  (Altendorf  and Watt  198).  The TRAP vowel  usually  occurs  as  /a/,  as 

opposed to the GB pronunciation /æ/ or /ɑ/ (Wells: 345). What is more, in rural areas of Devon the 

FACE  and  GOAT diphthongs  can  be  heard  as  the  monophthongial  /e:/  and  /ɔ:/,  respectively 

(Altendorf and Watt 199). 

Interestingly, the English of the area of Dorset as well as Devon was found to have rhotic 

predispositions as the post-vocalic /r/ is “frequently retroflex in quality” (Altendorf and Watt 200). 

Exeter English can at times be fully rhotic, according to Wells (Wells 341). Amongst some middle-

class speakers of the South-west, the influence of rhoticity can be observed on pronouncing the 

START words, where instead of the monophthongial /ɑ:/, the centring diphthong /ɑə/ is present 

(Wells 343). 
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As for the consonants in the South-western English, H dropping in the word-initial position, 

that is the elision of the fortis fricative H, occurs in Devon and southern Dorset (see Widdowson 

and  Upton  104).  Additionally,  T-voicing,  or  ‘flapping,’ was  detected  in  words  such  as  butter,  

beautiful or hospital, whereby the voiceless alveolar plosive /t/ is pronounced as the alveolar tap [ɾ] 

(Wells 344). 
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1.3 General American (GA)

General American (GA), also called “Standard American English” or “network English” for 

its use in the media, is a generalized accent spoken, as opposed the GB, by majority of the people 

living in the United States of America (Nordquist). In the words of Wells, “It corresponds to the 

layman’s perception of an American accent without marked regional characteristics” (Wells 470). 

Showing no ethnic or socio-economic features, GA is not “a single unified accent” but rather a 

combination of many (Wells 470).

The term “General American” was first used by George Philip Krapp in his publication The 

English Language in America published in 1925 (Nordquist). According to the American linguist 

of  the  1930s  John  Samuel  Kanyon,  GA is  spoken  by  the  people  in  Western  America,  North 

America,  North  Midland  and  the  higher-educated  Americans.  The  present-day  GA has  been 

modified by centuries of development since the 17th century colonial period. 

Figure 4. GA vowel qualities.

Source: “North America.”  Accents of English: beyond the British Isles, by J. C. Wells, vol. 3, Cambridge University 

Press, 1982, pp. 467–559, p. 486.

The GA vowels have different qualities to the vowels of GB. The GA vowels /ɪ, ɜ, ɛ, æ, ɑ, ʌ, 

ɔ, ʊ/ are all centralized to a varying degree as illustrated in figure 4 above, created by Wells (Wells 

486).  The  TRAP vowel  /æ/  is  one  of  the  most  used  vowels  in  the  GA making  it  a  very 

distinguishable feature of GA. A great example is the word half, which, in GB, is pronounced as 

/ɑ:/, that is the BATH vowel, GA pronunciation of bath and half is always /æ/; other examples are 

glass, aunt or mask (Kretzschmar 265). Another prominent difference is the GA pronunciation of 

LOT and CLOTH words, which take the form of the /ɑ/ or /ɑ:/, instead of the GB /ɒ/; that is also 

the case with words such as water, wash, tomorrow, borrow or sorry, top, job, schock (Wells 476; 

Collins and Mees 160). “The close /i/ and /ʊ/, FLEECE and GOOSE respectively, are usually either 
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monophthongs or very narrow diphthongs” (Wells 487). Both of these vowels develop the centring 

vowel schwa before a final /l/; thus creating a diphthong, as in feel /fiəɫ/ and rule/ruəɫ/ (Wells: 487). 

Generally, words with a stem ending in /r/ and an attaching suffix beginning with a vowel, such as 

serious, mysterious, weary, Vera and also nearer, fearing or spear it, are all pronounced as the KIT 

vowel; making mirror and nearer or spear it and spirit into perfect rhymes (Wells 481). The NEAR 

words in GA have /ɪr/, and SQUARE has /ɛr/; this makes Wells come to a conclusion, that Marry is 

homophonous with merry as well as marry (Wells 482). In addition, the STRUT vowel is usually 

pronounced, by an American, as a schwa /ə/ and prior to /r/ as a /ɜ/, as in hurry or courage (Collins 

and Mees 160). Finally, most words ending with -ile, eg. fertile, agile, missile, take in GA the form 

of /əl/ or the syllabic consonant /l̩/, instead of the GB /aɪl/ (Collins and Mees 160).

Moving on to the diphthongs in GA, it is salient to mention that, according to Wells, “most 

Americans do not have any centring-diphtong phoneme in their vowel system;” making Graham 

the homophone of gram (Wells 478). The opening diphthongs do not undergo any extreme changes 

to GB.

As for the consonants, rhoticity is one of the most discernable feature of GA. That is, the /r/  

is retained in all environments and “often functions as a syllabic consonant” (Collins and Mees 

158).  Words  pronounced in  such manner  in  GA are  for  example  never,  power,  garden,  apart,  

murder or dark. Moreover, in some areas of the USA, the final -ing, that is verbs in the progressive 

aspect, e.g. running or talking, may be pronounced as /ɪn/ rather than GB /ɪŋ/. Interestingly, most of 

the white puritan settlers, who colonized America in the 17th century, spoke in non-rhotic English as 

they came from the London area. This phenomenon was prominent especially in the New York 

area, where the original settlers built their first homes, up until the 19th and the beginning of the 20th 

century  (Labov  et  al.  47).  However,  the  areas  which  were  colonized  by settlers  coming from 

Ireland or the South-west of England show a consistent rhoticity to this day. The contemporary GA 

is fully rhotic with the exception of “a few conservative relic areas” (Labov et al. 49).

Another  important  phenomenon,  representative  of  GA,  is  T-voicing  /ɾ/  whenever  “/t/ 

follows a stressed vowel, both word-medially and also across word boundaries,” minimizing the 

difference in sound between e.g. hitting and heeding or letter and ladder (Collins and Mees 158). 

The tongue tip flaps quickly against the roof of the mouth creating a distinctly different sound to a /

t/ in the initial position. Example words in which the T-voicing can occur are winter, seventy, city,  

pretty, or better.
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Additionally, a salient distinction to GB is Yod-dropping, or Yod-deletion, the loss of the 

palatal approximant /j/ following the dental and alveolar consonants /θ , t, d, s, z, n, l/, as in nude 

/nu:d/, duke /du:k/, new /nu:/. (Wells 96, 158). Yod-deletion usually occurs in words such as chew,  

knew, tune or Tuesday.
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1.4 Philippine English

Figure 5. Map of the Philippines.

Source: HueMan1. “Map of the Philippines Showing the Location of All the Regions and Provinces.” Wikipedia, 1 July 

2019, upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1b/Ph_regions_and_provinces.svg.

As can be seen in figure 5 above, the Philippines consist of thousands of islands varying in 

size and like the number of the islands, there is a wide variety of ethnic dialects spoken across the 

nation. Following the annexation from Spain by the United States in 1902, English became the 

official language used in education, business, religious services and even literature. 

However, socio-political changes, after the regained independence from the USA, brought 

upon a demand for a national language similar to the key Philippine languages and gave life to a 

new manufactured language, Filipino. In School, English remained the language of mathematics 
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and science,  while other  subjects  were to  be taught  in Filipino;  however,  it  was argued that a 

“cognitive deficit and possible semilingualism on the part of the learner” could be brought about. 

Thus, English lost its prominence (Tayao 1048).

That is not to say, however, that English is no longer used in the Philippines. American 

English continued to influence the Philippine speakers, who gradually developed a new variation of 

English, distinct from its matrilect. Philippine English, henceforth PhlE, became its own variety of 

English with “its own self-contained system” and its original accent, “retaining the identity” of the 

nation within it (McKaughan 52; T. Llamzon 43). 

The study of PhlE is a fairly recent phenomenon. In 1969, Teodoro Llamzon was the first to 

acknowledge  PhlE  as  its  own variant  of  English  and  described  its  features  in  his  monograph 

Standard Filipino English. Since then, scholars such as Howard P. McKaughan, Andrew Gonzales 

and  Ma.  Lourdes  G.  Tayao  have  studied  PhlE in  depth.  The Standard  PhlE is  spoken by the 

educated Filipinos and has the following distinctive features.

The vowel system does not greatly differ from the GA with the exception of the PALM 

vowel; where the GA variation is open and central, while the PhlE variation is an open and back 

vowel (Tayao 1051). The KIT and FLEECE vowels “are in free variation with /i:/”; likewise the 

FOOT vowel has a free alternative /u:/ and the vowel /ɔ/ or /o/ is used with both CLOTH and 

THOUGHT vowels; hence “no words are distinguished purely by length” (Tayao 1051). What is 

more, in comma words, such as sofa, Canada, media, delta or sauna, schwa or /ɑ/ occurs, which 

implies inconsistencies in vowel pronunciation in stressed and unstressed syllables. Interestingly, 

the TRAP words, such as  bag, perhaps  or  hand, have the GB vowel /ɑ/, instead of the GA /æ/ 

(Tayao 1052).

As for the diphthongs of PhlE, there are prevailing similarities with GA with the exception 

of the GOAT diphthong, in words such as old, home, although or go, whose pronunciation may be /

oʊ/  or  an open /o/  (Tayao 1052).  Like its  matrilect,  the PhlE is  a rhotic  variation of  English; 

therefore, all post-vocalic /r/ is pronounced in every environment.

The consonants  of  PhlE  vary  greatly  from the  GA in  pronunciation,  in  contrast  to  the 

vowels.  Although the plosives do resemble the GA articulation,  the aspiration of the voiceless 

plosives /p, t, k/, generally distinguished by the h-like sound at the beginning of a stressed syllable 

followed by a vowel, is a rare occurrence in PhlE. By dropping the aspiration in words such as 

party,  pet,  ten and  many  others,  Filipino  speakers  do  not  necessarily  make  their  speech 

incomprehensible but there is no clear distinction between the /p, t, k/ and the /b, d, g/ sounds.
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Many Asian  speakers  appear  to  struggle  with  the  pronunciation  of  the  fortis  and  lenis 

fricatives  /f,  v/;  a  tendency towards  substitution  with  the  plosives  /p/  and  /b/,  respectively,  is 

commonly present. That is not to say, the educated speakers of the Standard PhlE never pronounce 

the /f/ and /v/ fricatives. Although they may be able to do so, they most usually do not distinguish 

between for example the words of and off; resulting in, possibly, confusing speech (Tayao 1054). 

As for the interdental fricatives /θ/ and /ð/, in words such as think, three, south, something 

and with, father, that or although, their presence occurs only in a “focused and deliberate speech” 

(Tayao  1054).  A substitution  of   /θ/  and  /ð/  with  the  plosives  /t/  and  /d/  respectively  occurs 

frequently. 

The sibilants /z, ʃ, ʒ/ are pronounced as in GA in the word-initial position; however in the 

word-medial and the word-final position, some PhlE speakers substitute these phonemes with /s/, 

/sj/ and /s/ respectively. Thus e.g. buzz is rendered as /bʌs/, leisure can be pronounced as /lisjur/ and 

bash as /bɑs/ (Tayao 1054). 

Nouns in plural, as well as third person singular words undergo a final devoicing; resulting 

in /s/ or /is, ɛs/ as the final sound, rather than the /z/ or /ɪz/ as according to “the voicing assimilation 

rule” (Tayao 1054). As for the affricates /tʃ/ and /dʒ/, no disparity to GA is to be found. 
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1.5 Non-native pronunciation 

It  is  generally  believed  it  is  easier  to  acquire  a  native-like  speech  if  second  language 

learning began in childhood. However, it could be argued that nearly all L2 speakers of English 

display some indication of a non-native speech. The most striking and general features of a non-

native production of English are as follows.

The  L1  influence  on  the  L2  English  pronunciation  is  one  of  the  most  perceivable 

phenomena. Many pronunciation errors occur due to transfer not only on the segmental but also, 

and mostly, on the suprasegmental level, such as in stress, prosody, rhythm or intonation. Cognates 

are a specific type of words which are similar or, in some cases, identical in both L1 and L2 but  

their pronunciation differs in each language. The L2 speaker of English is often mislead, resulting 

in an incorrect pronunciation as occurring in L1.

Many languages do not have similar constructions or sounds as English does; therefore, 

many non-native speakers often struggle with the production of /θ/ and /ð/ or /f/ and /v/ sounds, to 

mention a few, and with difficult syllable structures. Consonant deletion or epenthesis can occur by 

adding a vowel in order to ease the pronunciation of some consonant clusters. 
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1.6 Sociophonetics

Although  this  thesis  investigates  primarily  the  presence  and  absence  of  the  segmental 

phonological  features,  some  interesting  influences  on  accents  in  general  should  be  discussed. 

Sociophonetics,  a  sub-branch  of  sociolinguistics,  implements  methods  of  phonetics  as  well  as 

sociolinguistics for the purpose of study; therefore, it is applied to this thesis (Foulkes et al. 703). 

Sociophonetics studies variability in speech and pronunciation, which can occur, to mention a few, 

across  groups,  individuals,  males  or  females  and  can  stem from the  influences  of  the  social 

environment, or be “the product of biology or physics” (Foulkes et al. 706).  This section provides 

a  comprehensive  overview  of  10  different  sources  of  “learned  variability,”  which  could  help 

establish some of the reasons for the results of the case study, included in this thesis (Foulkes et al.  

708).

1.6.1 Social identity

Social class closely correlates with pronunciation as the pronunciation of the middle and 

upper classes is usually regarded as ‘correct’ and ‘standard (Coupland 312). Therefore, it could be 

argued  that  the  pronunciation  of  lower-classes  may  appear  incorrect  or  unconventional.  It  is 

presumed that this is why the ‘standard’ pronunciation is taught at schools with focus on uniformity 

and intelligibility. Moreover, communities may be local, such as a book club, but also general and 

abstract, such as belonging to a certain age group (Foulkes et al. 708). It is not uncommon for 

certain communities to adopt a distinct pronunciation in order to to feel a sense of belonging while 

differentiating from the people outside of the community (Foulkes et al. 709).

1.6.2 Development

In childhood, most of the linguistic input comes from parents or carers with whom the child 

spends their majority of time; therefore, the child adopts their pronunciation (Foulkes et al. 710). In 

terms of L2 speakers, “the most important predictor of degree of foreign accent” appears to be the 

age of L2 learning (Piske et al. 191). According to Piske et al., the critical period of L2 exposure is  

salient for achieving a native-like pronunciation (Piske et al, 195). Numerous research affirmed the 

hypothesis that the earlier a child begins to learn a second language, the better (Piske et al. 196). 

Research on the interactions of L1 and L2 suggests a more likely influence of L1 on L2 if the L1 

system is more developed when learning begins (Piske et al. 196). 
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In  the  age  of  adolescence,  peer  influence  is  the  most  prominent.  The  adolescents  may 

acquire more non-standard forms and turn away from the “family model” (Foulkes et al. 711). In 

terms of the L2 pronunciation, there appear to be discrepancies in literature regarding the age of the 

end of the critical period. Some studies claim that a native-like pronunciation is produced if learned 

by the age of six. And if L2 learning commences after the age of twelve, a foreign accent is most  

likely to occur (Piske et al. 196). However, several studies contradict this statement and proved it is 

possible to achieve a native-like pronunciation if learning begins before the age of sixteen (Piske et  

al. 197).

The adult speakers tend to have a more consistent pronunciation as they are more settled 

and conservative (Foulkes et al. 711). These speakers may be influenced by their workplace and 

may acquire certain pronunciation patterns, which are regarded as ‘standard’ for their field of work. 

1.6.3 Gender and identity

According  to  Foulkes  et  al.,  there  are  differences  in  pronunciation  between  males  and 

females,  which stem from the “intrinsic  sex-based preferences  in the sound symbolic  domain” 

(Foulkes er al. 712). A study by Stuart-Smith has shown acoustic variations, which resulted from 

the physiological differences between the two genders. However, this binary distinction has been 

disputed  by  Eckert,  claiming  that  the  variations  stem  from  the  social  identity  and  personal 

preferences, rather than a physiological difference (Foulkes et al. 712).

1.6.4 Regional variations

According to Foulkes et al., speaker’s pronunciation has a direct link to their geographic 

identity (Foulkes et al. 712). With globalisation, growing mobility and fast spread of social media, 

a decrease in cohesiveness of regional variations has been brought to the fore (Foulkes et al. 713). 

As for the L2 speaker  pronunciation,  the length of residence in  a  certain area proved to have 

significant effect. Although there has been a great number of conflicting studies carried out on this 

topic, the general consensus appears to be based on the L2 learning stage. In other words, speakers 

are more influenced by the geographic domain if they are in the earlier stages of L2 acquisition 

(Piske et al. 198).
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1.6.5 Ethnicity and Bilingualism 

Ethnicity, as opposed to sex, is a social construct and can be based on religion or culture 

(Foulkes et al. 714). Speaker’s pronunciation can indicate their ethnicity and may be retained even 

after  significant  changes  in  environment,  to  show speaker’s  ethnic  identity  and their  sense  of 

belonging to an ethnic group. A growing trend amongst bilinguals is examining the variations in 

pronunciation to suit their ethnic and social identity (see Foulkes et al. 715).

1.6.6 Intra-speaker variation

Many speakers self-monitor their  pronunciation and subsequently may seek to adjust  it. 

However, it has been found that speaker’s pronunciation may also vary depending on the situation, 

topic, setting or audience (Foulkes et al.  715). In other words, many speakers may adjust their 

speech; thus, produce several varieties of their own pronunciation at a certain point in time. 

1.6.7 Motivation

Motivation can positively affect an L2 speaker’s pronunciation and drive them to achieve a 

native-like  pronunciation.  However,  professional  or  academic  motivation  may have  a  different 

influence  on  pronunciation  compared  to  a  personal  motivation.  While  a  professionally  or 

academically  motivated  speaker  is  most  likely  to  focus  on  the  ‘standard’  and  ‘correct’ 

pronunciation, a personally motivated speaker may have affective preferences towards a certain 

pronunciation.  In  other  words,  a  personally  motivated  speaker  may  choose  to  adopt  the 

pronunciation of their family or friends, disregarding the ‘standard’ pronunciation or their previous 

accent.
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1.7 Summary

In this section of the thesis, four accents were discussed from the phonetic and phonological 

point of view with regard to the segmental features only. The basics have been presented on the 

General British (GB) accent, to which the remaining accents have been compared. In summary, the 

South-western accent,  namely the pronunciation in Dorset,  Devon and Exeter areas,  are nearly 

identical to GB except for its rhoticity and a frequent T-voicing, which is predominantly a feature 

of  the General  American (GA) accent.  Interestingly,  the South-western English accent  and the 

Philippine English (PhlE) both vary from GB and GA in vowel pronunciation, particularly in vowel 

length.  Given their  history,  the PhlE pronunciation closely resembles the GA. Moreover,  some 

tendencies concerning the pronunciation of consonants are shared between the PhlE speakers and 

the L2 speakers of English. What concerns the non-native pronunciation of English, it is mentioned 

only very briefly as it is subsidiary to the remaining accents. 

Overall,  there are  phenomena which are exclusively indicative of certain accents,  while 

others may be shared across multiple accents. The  goat vowel is the only feature which differs 

across all four accents. What is more, the pronunciation of the grapheme <a> varies across all four 

dialects with some overlaps. Additionally, several possible influences on a speaker’s pronunciation 

were presented and discussed, namely social identity, development, gender and identity, regional 

variations, ethnicity and bilingualism, intra-speaker variation and finally, motivation. 
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2 PRACTICAL PART

Based on the theory presented in the theoretical part of this thesis, a qualitatively oriented 

case  study  has  been  created,  with  the  aim  of  analysing  the  current  pronunciation  and  accent 

patterns of Mrs N, a non-native speaker of English. She has been influenced by several accents of 

English throughout her life, namely by living, studying or working in the Philippines, United States 

of America and South-west of England, United Kingdom. 

The basis for the data collection for the purpose of the case study comprises of two main 

parts. The first part focuses on the spontaneous speech production of Mrs N in a form of open-

ended questions. Firstly, a warm-up part is introduced where Mrs N is asked to introduce herself. 

This part sets the mood and encourages Mrs N to talk freely. Secondly, a topic presentation follows 

where Mrs N is asked to describe the plot of her favourite movie. This topic was chosen because of 

its universality as well as its personal character. This way, Mrs N can talk about anything she likes, 

is  not  pressured  to  pronounce  any  words  she  does  not  feel  familiar  or  comfortable  with  and, 

hopefully, is motivated to speak.

A part which belongs to the spontaneous speech section but is introduced after the second 

part, is questions regarding Mrs N’s historical background. These questions offer an insight into the 

timeline of all  the linguistic influences throughout Mrs N’s life and could be connected to the 

results.  In  other  words,  it  would  be  possible  to  draw connections  between Mrs  N’s  historical 

background and the accents of English she uses. The second part of the case study constitutes of a 

reading containing target words and phrases. Mrs N is asked to read out loud a text which was 

constructed using mostly the example words provided in the theoretical part of this thesis. After the 

construction of both parts, the subject of this thesis, Mrs N, was asked to record herself answering 

the questions as well as reading the text. Mrs N was not informed about the aim and topic of this  

case study before recording as it may have changed the results. When it comes to the personal 

questions about her past and her previous language experience; however, some suspicion from her 

side is to be expected about the reasons for the reading and recording. 

Following  the  recording,  the  speech  analysis  was  carried  out  in  two  parts.  Firstly,  the 

spontaneous speech part was transcribed and scanned for phenomena as presented in Appendix 4. 

Secondly,  the  recorded  text  was  compared  to  the  accent  features  in  Appendix  4;  thus  the 

pronunciation was established. All the findings were recorded and categorized, as can be observed 

in appendix 4 and 5. Due to Mrs N’s historical background, the four accents have been selected as 

they are presumed to have been the leading linguistic influence on Mrs N. There is a possibility; 
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however, that none of the phonetic and phonological features mentioned will correspond to the 

speech of Mrs N. There is no guarantee of any similarity.
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2.1 Spontaneous Speech

The first major part created for the collection of data is focused on the spontaneous speech 

production by Mrs N. It was deemed important to look at spontaneous speech as it represents the 

most natural setting for Mrs N’s speech to occur in. This section of the case study takes the form of 

several open questions. The idea is to give Mrs N room to speak on her own accord, choosing her 

own pace and vocabulary, resulting in Mrs N’s usual pronunciation. Not only does the spontaneous 

speech section give the subject of the case study freedom of expression, but it also sets the mood of 

the experiment, engaging and motivating the speaker.

2.1.1 Warm-up

As a starting point of the entire case study, a so-called warm-up question is introduced. The 

subject  of  the  case study,  Mrs  N,  is  asked to  introduce  herself  in  a  few sentences.  This  brief  

segment of the spontaneous speech part of the case study was chosen as it is simple, resembles an 

interview and does not imply the purpose of the examination in any way. On one hand, it is a 

personal question but on the other hand, Mrs N is free to say anything she feels comfortable with 

sharing. It is important to set the mood to be friendly and relaxing for her speech to be natural. 

2.1.2 Topic presentation

As a follow-up to the warm-up introduction questions, Mrs N is encouraged to talk about 

the plot of her favourite movie. Like the warm-up question, this encourages Mrs N to talk freely, 

without interruption, using any vocabulary she chooses. As it is an open question, it is presumed 

Mrs N will be engaged in the topic; therefore, talk for a longer period of time using her natural 

pronunciation patterns. No unusual pronunciation is expected to be heard from Mrs N as talking 

about a simple topic such as a movie is a straightforward and, hopefully, enjoyable task. In other 

words, no false results are presumed to be found in this section of the spontaneous speech part as 

the nature of the task does not induce anxiety or stress.

2.1.3 Historical background questions

In order to create a clear outline of the changing social and linguistic demographic of Mrs 

N, several questions regarding her historical background have been constructed. By assessing Mrs 

N’s history, some connections to her pronunciation can be drawn. Both factual information as well 
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as  a  sample  of  a  spontaneous  speech  result  from  this  part  of  the  case  study.  The  historical  

background questions were constructed with some pre-existing knowledge about Mrs N’s history 

as the form of the questions indicates. (see appendix 2). Additionally, some of the questions were 

created based on the sociophonetic overview included in the theoretical part of this work. 
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2.5 Text preparation

Drawing upon the example words relating to the phonetic and phonological phenomena 

examined in the theoretical part of this thesis, a text was assembled for Mrs N to read out loud. In 

order for the text to be meaningful, all example words were gathered and examined to see if they 

can form a comprehensive idea when put together. The text had to be simple, so as not to confuse 

Mrs N with long complex sentences, but also had to attain a natural flow, so as not to raise any 

suspicion of the purpose of the text being read out loud. If any suspicion was raised by Mrs N, it  

could have had detrimental impact on her pronunciation resulting in false results. No electronic, 

online or other  text  generating tools were used when assembling the text.  Because the text  is 

regarded as one of the key elements for the analysis of Mrs N’s speech patterns, the most important 

criterium for its construction is for the text to include at least one example of each of the mentioned 

phenomena in the theoretical part from all of the examined accents. This would allow for the in-

depth and precise analysis of Mrs N’s pronunciation to be carried out. 

The theme of the created text is intentionally not scientific or personal. After examining all 

the example words, it was possible to put together a text about a person, called Graham, who came 

home from work tired and wanted to take a shower. A simple theme was chosen as it was presumed 

it would relax the reader, in other words, Mrs N would not feel stressed about reading a text with a 

simple content as opposed to reading a complex scientific or literary text. Increased stress could 

have had a negative impact on Mrs N’s concentration, resulting in an unnatural pronunciation, that 

is,  either  in  an  overly  precise  or  panicked  pronunciation.  For  a  better  orientation  and  easier 

analysis, all the example words and important phrases were highlighted in italics in the following 

text. The highlighted words and phrases, as shown in the text below, are paid the most attention to 

when analysing Mrs N’s reading.  

The assembled text:

When  Graham finally arrived home from work on  Tuesday  evening,  he  felt weary. He 

ignored the pile of letters from his father asking him about his new job at the Oxford hotel, and let 

his carry bag slip from his hand on the hardwood floor. The idea of a nice hot bath was the only 

thing on his mind.

With a  leisurely attitude, he entered the dark bathroom and removed his  fleece top, which 

still  had  the residue of the vanilla  ice from lunch.  He  washed  his  face  with  warm water  and 

immediately started to feel a lot better. 
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This was the cure for most of his problems.  Listening to his favourite tunes, he waited for 

the room to turn into a steamy sauna. He never had to be in a hurry or be serious here. His mask of 

an agile model worker that he had to force on his face was no longer necessary.

Rejuvenated, Graham half skipped half ran into the kitchen and after some bashing around, 

he settled on the old sofa with pleasure on his face and a slice of bread and butter in his mouth.

Overall, the constructed text includes 87 target words which were analysed and processed 

after Mrs N’s reading. All of the target words focus on at least one phenomenon from GB, the 

accent of the South-west of England, GA or the PhlE. as analysed in the theoretical part of this 

thesis. Some of the words include several different phonemes which are relevant to the case study, 

and therefore could be analysed from several points of view. Similarly, some words are used in 

order to determine one specific accent; however, several words, included in the text, could indicate 

some  differences  or  similarities  of  multiple  accents  or  are  used  because  they  include  several 

different phenomena indicative of different accents. 

As rhoticity is one of the major indicators of not only GA, but also of the South-western  

accent and PhlE, many words determining rhoticity were incorporated into the text. These included, 

in no particular order, work, Oxford, never, warm, started, better, butter here, work, worker, force,  

leisurely, after, dark, ignored, letters, hardwood, floor, father, entered, turn, longer, pleasure  and 

cure. Similarly, words with the pronunciation of the GB /əʊ/, which changes to /oʊ/ in GA as well 

as in PhlE were included, such as home, sofa, only, old, hotel and no. It ought to be mentioned that 

these items can also have the pronunciation of /o/ in PhlE in addition to /oʊ/.  Importantly, this 

diphthong takes in the South-western accent the form of the monophthongial /ɔ:/. Likewise, words 

including an alveolar tap [ɾ] in GA as well as in the South-western English accent were inserted, 

specifically letters, attitude, water, started, better, waited, rejuvenated, settled, into and butter. On 

the other hand, these items may sometimes be pronounced in GB with a glottal stop [ʔ].

According  to  Wells,  GA lacks  all  centring  diphthongs.  Hence  words  with  a  centring 

diphthong in GB, that is with /eə, ɪə, ɑə/ or /ʊə/, were added. In particular, Graham, cure, weary,  

idea and serious. However, words with a final dark /ɫ/ may occasionally be pronounced in GA with 

a centring diphthong. The word  feel  was incorporated into the text in case this phenomenon is 

present  in  Mrs  N’s speech.  Moreover,  the yod phoneme was also of interest  as it  serves  as a  

contrasting feature between GB and GA. In other words, there is a perceivable difference between 

the  yod  coalescence  in  GB and  the  yod-dropping,  characteristic  of  GA.  Thus  words  such  as 
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Tuesday, new, attitude and tunes were included. Additionally, verbs asking and listening, with the -

ing suffix can be found in the text as they may sometimes be pronounced as /ɪn/ in GA, rather than 

the GB /ɪŋ/. In addition, words including the phoneme /ɑ:/ in GA pronunciation as compared to the 

GB /ɒ/ or /ɔ:/ occur in the text, namely Oxford, hot, job, washed, warm, water, problems, model,  

top and lot. In a similar way, the GA /æ/ as opposed to the GB pronunciation /ɑ:/ in words such as  

bath, bathroom mask, asking, half  or  after  were incorporated into the text. What is more, as the 

pronunciation of the suffix -ile differs in GB /aɪl/ to GA /əl/ or /l̩/, the word agile occurs in the text. 

Additionally, two instances of a potential intrusive-r have been added into the text, that is the idea 

of and  vanilla ice,  to see if Mrs N is aware of and uses this phenomenon. Finally, seven words 

which differ in pronunciation in GB and in GA in various ways were incorporated into the text, 

namely  carry,  hurry,  residue,  hand,  bag, attitude  and  sauna.  These  contradistinctions  in 

pronunciation can be observed in figure 6 below.

Figure 6. GB and GA pronunciations.

Word GB GA

carry /ˈkærɪ/ /ˈkerɪ/

hurry /ˈhʌrɪ/ /ˈhərɪ/

residue /ˈrezɪdʒuː/ /ˈrezəduː/

hand /ˈhɑnd/ /ˈhænd /

bag /ˈbɑg/ /ˈbæg/

attitude /ˈætɪtʃuːd/ /ˈætətuːd/

sauna /ˈsɔːnə/ /ˈsaʊnə/
Note 1: It ought to be noted that the GB pronunciation of the words hand and bag, also occurs in the PhlE accent.

Note 2: Table has been constructed with the help of the online Cambridge Dictionary

“Cambridge Dictionary: English Dictionary, Translations & Thesaurus.” Cambridge Dictionary | English Dictionary,  

Translations & Thesaurus, dictionary.cambridge.org/.

As far  as  the  South-western  English  accent  is  concerned,  there  are  several  phenomena 

included  in  the  text,  which  are  indicative  solely  of  the  Dorset/Devon  accent.  Firstly,  the  GB 

diphthong /eɪ/ can be heard in the South-western accent as the monophthong /e:/; therefore, words 

such as face, Tuesday, favourite, waited and rejuvenated are included in the text. Secondly, another 

group of words added to the text are  hardwood, dark  and  started, where the grapheme <ar> is 

pronounced as /ɑə/ in the South-west of England, as opposed to /ɑ:/ in GB. And finally, frequent H-

dropping occurs in the Dorset and Devon areas; thus words such as home, hotel, hand, hardwood,  

hot, here, half and hurry are to be found in the text. Although he and his do begin with a h-sound, 

their  common  pronunciation  in  GB  in  their  shortened  form  is  commonly  heard  without  /h/. 
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Therefore, these two words will not be analysed with regard to h-dropping.

Turning  to  the  PhlE  phenomena  in  the  text  reading,  words  ending  on  <a>  which  are 

pronounced in GB with a word-final /ə/ have been added, namely sofa, vanilla and sauna. This is 

because there have been some inconsistencies in pronunciation of this phenomenon amongst PhlE 

speakers. In most cases,  Philippine speakers of English do not pay attention to the differences 

between  long  and  short  vowels;  for  this  reason,  several  words  with  long  vowels  have  been 

included, such as  evening, father, floor, removed, fleece, immediately, tunes, turn, steamy, sauna,  

force and rejuvenated. Similarly, words which are aspirated in the GB accent are to be found in the 

text as it is rare to hear aspiration in PhlE. These words are: carry, cure, turn, top and kitchen. The 

words steamy and skipped are not, as a rule, aspirated in GB as they follow the phoneme /s/; this 

phenomenon will be observed accordingly in the analysis of Mrs N’s speech.

The PhlE speakers struggle with the pronunciation of several phonemes; therefore, it was 

salient to include them in the text. Firstly, the pronunciation of the dental fricatives /ð/ and /θ/ in 

words the, with, this, that and in mouth, bath, bathroom and thing, respectively will be observed. 

Secondly, the pronunciation of the fricatives /f, v/ will be looked at in words half, finally, from, felt,  

floor, of, fleece, face, feel, for, favourite, force, after, sofa and in arrived, evening, removed, vanilla,  

favourite, never and rejuvenated, respectively. And finally, the pronunciation of the sibilants /z, ʃ, ʒ/ 

in  word-medial  and  word-final  position,  which  are  usually  substituted  with  /s,  sj,  s/  will  be 

analysed  in  regard  to  the  PhlE  in  words residue, leisurely,  washed,  bashing  and pleasure. 

Additionally, the text includes three cognate words sauna, model  and hotel, whose pronunciation 

could have been influenced by PhlE or Mts N’s L1.
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2.6 Procedure

After assembling all  the necessary material,  Mrs N was sent a document asking her to 

record herself reading the text as well as answering all the questions with the exception of the 

historical  background  questions.  The  questions  regarding  Mrs  N’s  historical  background  were 

purposefully  sent  to  Mrs  N  after  recording  of  the  rest  of  the  material  as  they  could  have 

compromised the case study had they been introduced first or with the rest of the material. This is 

also why Mrs N was sent a document which was made to look as if it was intended for several 

respondents, as opposed to just herself. For a replica of the document see Appendix 1.  If Mrs N 

knew the case study was focusing solely on her pronunciation, it could have influenced the results 

in a negative way. For the purpose of the recording, Mrs N had been advised to record herself in a 

reticent environment so as to avoid any background noise, which could obstruct further analysis. 

The complete recording by Mrs N then served as a basis for the analysis of this case study.
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2.7 Respondent

As has been mentioned, the sole subject of this qualitatively oriented case study is Mrs N, 

who is an atypical L2 speaker of English. She and the author of this case study had been close 

friends  prior to the research.  Mrs N’s intriguing history and the possibly substantial  degree of 

variation in her speech lead to the conception of this thesis. 

Mrs N is a lower middle-class lady in her fifties, currently working in her restaurant in a 

small sea-side town on the border of the Dorset and Devon counties in the South-west of England. 

She was born in Cebu City in the Philippines in 1962 to Chinese-Filipino parents, where she was 

brought up in a household that exposed her to both Cebuano and Hokkien regional dialects, the 

former being Philippine and the latter Chinese.

Her education in English began when she entered primary education at the age of five; here, 

she learned English, Filipino (the official  language of the Philippines,  a variant of the Tagalog 

dialect) and Mandarin. With peers, however, she mostly spoke Cebuano, English and Hokkien, and 

with the locals, the most commonly used language was Filipino, switching to English in the case of 

loan words or technical sentences.

In 1989, Mrs N left the Philippines to study a Master’s degree at Cornell University in New 

York  state.  Here,  she  was  exposed  to  the  General  American  English  spoken  by  the  educated 

Americans.  She  stayed  in  the  USA for  a  total  of  four  years.  Afterwards,  she  returned  to  the 

Philippines,  where  she  was  employed  in  an  American  company  whose  official  language  was 

English; however, among colleagues, Filipino was also commonly spoken.

In  1994,  Mrs  N  met  her  husband,  a  British  national  who  had  been  working  in  the 

Philippines for several years. They spent a further nine years in the Philippines before moving to 

the South-West of England, where she has been living since. In her words she is “very much a 

member of the local community,” partaking in the business, gardening and eco-friendly societies 

(see Appendix 3). She speaks English with the locals, who, according to Mrs N, never commented 

on her accent. However, she admits that she is frequently asked by her customers about her origin 

because they “cannot place her accent” (see Appendix 3). This statement demonstrates that Mrs N 

is aware that her pronunciation sounds peculiar to the native-speakers of English. The timeline of 

Mrs N’s historical background can be observed in figure 7 below.
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Figure 7. The Timeline of Mrs N’s history.
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2.8 Analysis

The technique used for analysing the assessed data is predominantly the auditory perception 

assessment.  No electronic accent-focused tool  has been utilized in  order  to  receive any of  the 

results. The structure of the analysis resembles the twofold arrangement of the constructed data 

collection. In other words, the first part of the analysis focuses on the spontaneous speech by Mrs 

N, while the second part’s focus point is the produced text.  The recordings of the spontaneous 

speech part  have all  been transcribed to  ensure intelligibility  and coherence (see Appendix 3). 

Thereafter, the recordings were assessed for phenomena indicative of the individual accents, as 

presented in Appendix 4. Appendix 4 offers a cohesive overview of the features, starting from 

vowels  to  diphthongs  and consonants,  which  are  examined for  the  purpose  of  establishing  an 

accent. Additionally, Appendix 4 also shows which features tally or contradict across the examined 

accents. As Appendix 5 suggests, the words from the warm-up part (in red), topic presentation (in 

purple) as well as from the historical questions (in blue) were then systematically observed and 

classified  according  to  the  pronunciation  and  entered  into  a  table  structurally  equivalent  to 

Appendix 4.  

Moreover,  based  on  the  information  provided  by  Mrs  N  in  the  historical  background 

questions part of the spontaneous speech segment, the profile of Mrs N was rendered (see above). 

As concerns the text analysis, a rather tactile approach has been employed, following the iterative 

method  used  in  the  text  compilation  procedure  above  (see  page  31).  This  approach  simply 

composed of connecting the target words with the individual phenomena. Additionally, for ease of 

interpretation, they were inserted into a table (see Appendix 5) according to Mrs N’s pronunciation. 

Each target word was scrutinized,  with the help of the information in Appendix 4,  in order to 

determine which accent they were pronounced in. Moreover, all the recordings were inspected for 

any unusual or unexpected variation in pronunciation.

What is more, to establish absolute reliability and credibility of the results, a native speaker 

of English has been employed to conduct a secondary auditory evaluation of the recording. Prior to 

the secondary assessment, the employed native speaker had been appropriately introduced to the 

case study and its  theoretical  background,  to  ensure quality  of  their  judgement.  Following the 

feedback provided by the native speaker, the results were compared and verified. 
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2.9 Results

The following chapters provide results of the perceptual analysis of the recordings created 

by Mrs N. The recordings are analysed with regard to pronunciation on the segmental level and 

determine which accent the recorded words were produced in. The recordings of the spontaneous 

speech part of this thesis are analysed together as a unit.  As for the text recording, all of the 87 

target words are examined for occurring features distinctive of the General British, South-western, 

General British, Philippine English or, with much less emphasis, a non-native accent. The presence 

or absence of the characteristic phenomena is discussed and exemplified using the amassed data. 

Thereafter, some of the findings are discussed from the sociophonetic point of view with regard to 

phonetic variation. Moreover, the factual information regarding Mrs N’s history was processed and 

used for the creation of Mrs N’s profile as stated above. 

When combined, the recordings are 7 minutes 23 seconds long with several pauses between 

each part. The sound quality was satisfactory for the purposes of this case study. Although all the 

recordings  provide  an  excellent  material  for  the  pronunciation  analysis,  Mrs  N  followed  the 

instructions fairly loosely as, instead of talking about the plot of her favourite movie, she decided 

to talk about an online series she had been watching. On top of that, she, perhaps unintentionally, 

changed the word hot in the text for ‘long.’ However, these slight changes do not affect the research 

in any way and can be overlooked. The ‘topic presentation’ part fully accomplished its purpose as 

Mrs N’s interest is clearly perceivable from the amount of words recorded.

2.9.1 Spontaneous Speech

Based on the amassed data, the GB pronunciation of vowels prevails. The BATH words 

rather, master, dancer, Master’s, after and ask were all unanimously produced with the GB /ɑ:/ as 

opposed to the GA /æ/. Similarly, GB /ɔː/, in contrast to the GA /ɑ:/, occurred in all cases, namely  

in small, caused, called, all, always, got and called. Additionally, the LOT words shop, watching,  

exotic, boss, adopted, from, what, colleagues, problem  and  comment were pronounced with the 

GB /ɒ/, with the exception of  plot and  anybody, which occurred with the GA pronunciation /ɑ:/. 

This variability is interesting as the adjacent words to anybody were all produced in the GB accent. 

Perhaps Mrs N learned these two words (plot, anybody) in the early stages of her acquisition (she 

started learning in PhlE), thus their pronunciation is deeply embedded in her memory. After using 

the GA pronunciation of these two words for decades,  she may simply be used to them being 

pronounced in this manner. Furthermore, there is a perceivable similarity between the GB /ɑ/ and 
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the  South-western  /a/  in  the  recorded  TRAP words;  therefore,  it  could  be  argued  both  have 

approximately same influence in regard to this phenomenon. Likewise, as the TRAP words have 

the same pronunciation in GB as well  as in  PhlE, a prevalence of one or the other cannot be 

established here. However, of all the words in this category, only one was pronounced with the GA 

/æ/, namely and. Additionally, 4 words with GA equivalent were articulated in GB, in particular /ə/ 

in because; /ɪ/ in episode; /ə/ in interesting and /ɪ/ in recipe (for the GA equivalents see Appendix 

5). However, 6 words with a GB equivalent were produced in the GA pronunciation, namely /i:/ in 

really;  /ɪ/  in  mysterious  and  series;  /ə/ in  television and /e/ in  various and  parents  (for the GB 

pronunciation see Appendix 5).  Interestingly, the word transvestite bore the features of both GB as 

well as GA, in particular the GB vowel /ɑ/ and the GA consonant /s/ (see Appendix 5). In this way, 

Mrs N managed to produce several words, which included features of both GB and GA accents. 

For example,  University was produced in a rhotic accent, but with a GB /t/. Similarly,  after was 

also produced in a rhotic accent but with the GB vowel /ɑ:/. Likewise, the city New York included a 

yod coalescense, indicative of the GB accent, but had the feature of rhoticity. These discrepancies 

in pronunciation may be the result of the development of Mrs N’s accent.  In other words, she 

retained the rhoticity she learned as a child and gradually adopted the GB pronunciation of vowels 

and the yod coalescence phenomenon. It is possible she feels connected to both rhoticity, which she 

learned  in  childhood,  and GB,  which  her  husband and  her  sons  use.  Therefore  she  created  a 

combination of the two because she identifies with both.  Additionally,  similar  tendencies were 

found in the GOAT words, with 6 words pronounced with the GB diphthong /əʊ/, namely ago, so,  

episode, show, home, local and 6 words pronounced with the GA, as well as PhlE, diphthong /oʊ/, 

in particular  own, close, spoke, both, locals, only. Importantly, in PhlE, the GOAT words can be 

articulated either with the GA diphthong /oʊ/ or with a monophthongial /o/, hence gold and eco-

friendly both carry this specific PhlE feature. In addition, shortening of vowels in stories, story and 

each  was detected, which indicates the PhlE influence. In terms of the South-western influence, 

apart from the /a/ phoneme in the TRAP words discussed above, man was the only other word with 

any South-western  accent  features,  namely  the  /ɑ/  vowel  was lengthened to  /ɑ:/.  In  summary, 

although the prevalent pronunciation is GB, many features of GA were found in the spontaneous 

speech with regard to vowel pronunciation. No words were found with the /ɑə/ in START, /ɔ:/ in 

GOAT or /e:/ in FACE, typical of the South-western accent. Likewise, no instances of the PhlE /ɑ/ 

in PALM and /ɑ/ in COMMA were detected. 

Moving on to the consonants, vast majority of words (48) were found to carry features of 

rhoticity,  as  opposed  to  only  5  words  pronounced  in  the  non-rhotic  accent.  To  reiterate, 
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discrepancies  are  observed  here.  It  ought  to  be  noted  that  establishing  rhoticity  proved  to  be 

difficult  in  some  cases  e.g.  in  strangers  or turning,  where  only  a  hint  of  /r/  was  perceived. 

Interestingly, the word member occurs twice in the recording, both times with a different scale of 

rhoticity; one being very slight and the other very prominent. The prevalence of rhoticity in Mrs 

N’s speech does not come as a surprise as she began learning in the PhlE and was later educated in  

GA, both of which are rhotic. What is more, the regional accent of the Dorset and Devon area, 

where she is currently living, also has rhotic features. 

What  is  more,  the GB predominance  is  nicely  illustrated on the  following phenomena. 

Firstly, in the pronunciation of the suffix -ing, where all words were produced with the GB /ɪŋ/, as 

opposed to the GA /ɪn/.  Secondly,  all  words were articulated with the GB yod coalescence,  in 

contrast to the GA yod dropping. Thirdly, all words but two were produced with the GB phoneme 

/t/, in comparison to the South-western and GA alveolar tap. Surprisingly, in the two exceptions got  

and bit, glottalisation was found, which is a feature of the London Cockney accent. It is possible 

Mrs  N learned this  phenomenon  from TV or  from her  London customers  and,  though  rarely, 

adopted it.

To reiterate, no additional features of the South-western accent, such as initial H-dropping, 

were discovered. In terms of the PhlE features, only one word was found to have no aspiration, 

namely people. This could be due to Mrs N’s fast speech. Additionally, all words beginning with /s/ 

followed  by  a  fortis  plosive  were  correctly  pronounced  with  no  aspiration.  Similarly,  no 

substitution of /θ, ð/ for /t, d/ and /f,v/ for /p, b/ was detected; however, the word of was produced 

twice as GB /ɔv/ and once as PhlE /ɔf/. Again, these inconsistencies in pronunciation indicate a 

combination of several accents at once. Perhaps because Mrs N is used to mixing different dialects 

and languages together since childhood, using multiple pronunciations of the same word comes 

naturally to her. Furthermore, no substitution of /ʃ,  ʒ/ for /sj, s/ in word-medial and word-final 

position  was  discovered;  however,  a  considerable  amount  of  words  was  found  where  the 

substitution of /z/  for /s/  was present,  in particular  resident,  caused and  presentations.  Another 

inconsistency occurred in the word business as it was once enunciated with the GB /z/ but twice 

substituted  for  /s/;  demonstrating  more  discrepancies  in  pronunciation  of  the  same  word. 

Interestingly, a new phenomenon in connection to PhlE was discovered, where a substitution of /ʒ/ 

for /ʃ/ occurred, namely in  television  and  unusual.  This peculiar feature is fairly puzzling as the 

pronunciation of /ʒ/ was proven to make Mrs N no difficulties (see Appendix 5). Another unusual 

variation occurred in the word  bustling, where an initial devoicing of /b/ to /p/ was discovered. 

Again, this pronunciation seems puzzling and may require further research as to what lead Mrs N 
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to create new phenomena. A possible suggestion may be the frequent use of the phoneme /p/ in 

PhlE or a potential L1 interference. As to the PhlE feature of final devoicing of nouns in plural and 

in 3rd person singular, no examples were found. 

In the matter of L2 speaker pronunciation, it was uncovered that Mrs N is not consistent in  

using weak forms in e.g.  than  or as.  However, no consonant deletion or epenthesis was found. 

What is more, no occurrence of intrusive /r/ was present; therefore, it could be argued that Mrs N is 

unaware of this phenomenon as she is an L2 speaker of English. Unfortunately, there are several 

phenomena which could not be examined for the lack of evidence, namely GB /ʌ/ compared to 

GA /ə/ or /ɜ/ (before /r/) in STRUT, HURRY; GB /i:/ compared to GA /iə/ in FEEL and GB /aɪl/ 

compared to GA /əl/ or /l̩/ in AGILE. 

2.9.2 Text

Overall, based on the recorded text, vast majority of the vowel focused target words were 

pronounced  in  the  GB accent,  namely  /æ/  or  /ɑ/  in  bag,  hand  and  had; /ɪ/  in  attitude; /ɪ/  in 

residue; /æ/ in  carry; /ʌ/ in  hurry; /ɒ/ in  job, Oxford, top, washed, lot  and  model;  /ɑ:/ in half,  

bathroom, bath, mask, after  and asking;  /ɔː/ in  water  and warm; /ɔː/ in  sauna; word-final /ə/ in 

sauna, sofa and vanilla; a centring diphthong in Graham, weary, idea; /aɪl/ in agile; /əʊ/ in home, 

no, old  and sofa; /eɪ/ in  face, Tuesday, favourite, waited and rejuvenated. Such prevalence of the 

GB accent disproves the hypothesis by Piske et al., which claims that the beginning stages of L2 

acquisition are the most influential.  Additionally, several tokens have shown the South-western 

English  pronunciation.  For  example  /a/  in  attitude  or  the  lengthened  vowel  /ɒ/  in  problems. 

Because  there  are  just  two  occurrences  of  the  South-western  pronunciation  present  overall,  it 

proves Mrs N has been, though only slightly, influenced by the geographical domain; that is, by her 

friends and customers who come from the Devon, Dorset and Exeter area. This fact confirms the 

hypothesis by Piske et al., which states that the number of years spent living in an area with a 

distinct pronunciation, do not greatly affect an L2 speaker’s pronunciation if they moved there in 

the later stages of their acquisition process. Moreover, a sole example of the PhlE pronunciation of 

vowels was discovered in the word  hotel,  which was produced with /o/.  As for the GA vowel 

pronunciation, four tokens have been found: /iə/ in feel; /oʊ/ in only; /ɪ/ in serious and no centring 

diphthong in  cure. The absence of the centring diphthong in this particular word stems from the 

rhotic pronunciation Mrs N uses.  

Speaking of rhoticity, a larger amount of words (19) was produced in the rhotic accent, 
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which is  characteristic  for  the  South-western English,  GA as  well  as  PhlE.  This  fact  shows a 

potentially great influence of GA and PhlE and, again, confirms Piske et al.’s hypothesis, which 

affirms that the L2 speaker’s pronunciation is more likely to be influenced in the early stages of L2 

learning. In other words, Mrs N’s pronunciation is mostly rhotic as she began learning English 

which bore rhotic features. With only 5 words pronounced in the non-rhotic accent, it is reasonable 

to believe there is only slight influence of the GB with regard to this phenomenon. However, the 

fact that not all words have been pronounced in the same way indicates discrepancies in the post-

vocalic /r/ pronunciation. For the individual target words and their classification see Appendix 6. 

The non-rhotic pronunciation of Oxford most definitely results from the fact, that Mrs N has been 

living in the UK for 16 years to this date; therefore, she must have acquired this pronunciation of 

an English town regionally. In terms of the rest of the words produced in the non-rhotic accent, it is  

possible Mrs N is still trying to determine her own accent, resulting in a frequent variation (see p. 

25). 

Moving onto  the  consonant  focused target  words,  a  major  part  of  the  tokens  has  been 

pronounced in GB, similarly to the phenomena regarding the vowels. The GB pronunciation is 

apparent in the final -ing /ɪŋ/ in  asking and  listening  as well as in the complete absence of the 

alveolar tap or glottalisation in  letters, attitude, entered, water, better, waited, rejuvenated, into,  

settled and butter, all of which include the phoneme /t/ in Mrs Ns’s speech. Similarly, the words 

Tuesday, new, attitude and tune were all produced with yod coalescence, as opposed to the GA yod 

dropping. Additionally,  /dʒu:/  in  residue  is clearly perceivable;  therefore pronounced in GB, in 

contrast to the GA /duː/. 

To reiterate, no initial H-dropping was found; therefore no influence of the South-western 

English accent was proven with regard to the consonants. Likewise, no instances of intrusive /r/ 

occur in the recording; thus it could be claimed Mrs N is unaware of this phenomenon as she is an 

L2 speaker  of  English.  Furthermore,  the PhlE pronunciation was present  in  a singular  case of 

substitution of /z/ for /s/ in residue. Therefore, despite it being marginal, the PhlE pronunciation is 

present  in  Mrs  N’s  speech.  In  summary,  aspiration  was  found  in  all  cases,  no  instances  of 

substitution of /f,v/  for /p,  b/  are present as well  as no substitution of /θ,  ð/  for /t,  d/  or final 

devoicing  of  nouns  in  plural  and  in  3rd person  singular.  In  the  same  way,  no  non-native 

pronunciation patters have been discovered as there is no presence of transfer errors, consonant 

deletion  or  epenthesis  in  the  recorded  text.  The  possible  reason  behind  the  absence  of  any 

perspicuous features of PhlE and L2 pronunciation may lie in Mrs N’s personal identity. In other 

words, she does not connect PhlE with her ethnicity, as described by Foulkes et al., and adopts the 
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GB pronunciation because of her personal preferences. Judging from the recording, she prefers 

using the GB pronunciation, which she acquired from her husband, to whom she has been married 

for 27 years, rather than speaking in the PhlE accent she initially learned as a child. Perhaps, as 

described  by  Foulkes  et  al.,  by  utilizing  the  GB  pronunciation,  she  feels  connected  to  the 

community in England. Additionally, she may feel more confident when using the ‘standard’ and 

‘correct’ pronunciation of the upper-classes, as described by Coupland, rather than the PhlE, which 

is fairly uncommon in the UK.

Overall, Mrs N’s pronunciation in the text reading appears to be mostly based on the GB 

with the exception of a prevailing rhoticity. Because she started learning English in the PhlE accent 

and proceeded to be educated in the GA, there is ample evidence to claim she spoke in combination 

of the two before meeting her husband and moving to the UK. However, because of her personal 

preferences and influences from her husband, she later acquired the GB pronunciation but retained 

the rhoticity. It is also possible that Mrs N decided to acquire the GB pronunciation to show her 

class and prestige while also integrating into the local community. In the South-west of England, 

where Mrs initially moved to and still lives there to this day, the regional pronunciation is rhotic;  

therefore, it is reasonable to believe Mrs N did not feel any need to change her rhoticity.
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2.10 Comparative Analysis

Although the spontaneous speech section and the text reading were focused on the same 

phenomena, there are some considerable differences in the results. Overall the spontaneous speech 

section displayed more variation across accents than the text recording. More examples of the GA 

were found in the spontaneous speech segment than in the text, for example the GA /æ/ in TRAP 

words, /ɑ:/ in LOT words and 6 additional words, compared to only 2 words with a GB equivalent, 

found in the text. Likewise, more features of PhlE occurred in the spontaneous speech than in the 

text. Features found solely in the spontaneous speech are as follows:  /ɔf/ in  of, no aspiration in 

people, lengthened vowels in  stories, story  and  each. What is more, there were two unexpected 

phenomena  found  in  the  spontaneous  speech,  namely  initial  devoicing  of  /b/  in  bustling and 

substitution of /ʒ/ for /ʃ/ in television and unusual. There were no unexpected phenomena found in 

the text recording. As for the features of GB, two cases of glottalisation were discovered in the 

spontaneous speech, while none were found in the text reading. In summary, the text recording 

showed  more  consistency  and  included  more  GB pronunciation  than  the  spontaneous  speech 

section. Judging from the amassed data, Mrs N is more focused and consistent when reading, while 

her speaking is more influenced by GA and PhlE. Perhaps she is more used to speaking in PhlE and 

GA and does not pay much attention to her pronunciation, as opposed to when she is asked to read 

a text out loud. When reading a text, most proficient L2 speakers tend to pay more attention to their 

pronunciation, thus Mrs N was subconsciously trying to maintain the GB pronunciation, as it is 

generally perceived, according to Coupland as ‘standard’ and correct’ (Coupland 312).

Despite the substantial differences, both of the recordings share a number of similarities. 

The prevalence of GB pronunciation is evident in the text as well as the spontaneous speech. What 

is  more,  both  recordings  demonstrated  very  little  influence  of  the  South-western  accent,  in 

particular no H-dropping, no /ɑə/ in START, no /ɔ:/ in GOAT and no /e:/ in FACE were found in 

either of them. However, both of the recordings included examples of vowel lengthening and /a/ in 

TRAP words. Similarly, no intrusive /r/ was perceived. In addition, both recordings displayed a 

clear pronunciation of /f, v, θ, ð, ʃ/ in all cases and a correct final devoicing of nouns in plural as 

well as in 3rd person singular. Additionally, a large number of inconsistencies in pronunciation and 

accent combination was discovered in both the text as well as the spontaneous speech. That is to 

say,  many words  included features  of  different  accents  at  the  same time or  when pronounced 

multiple times,  they displayed different  phenomena.  Therefore,  the inconsistencies cannot have 

stemmed  from the  pace  or  spontaneity  of  the  spoken  word  section  as  they  occurred  in  both 

recordings.
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CONCLUSION

The principal aim of this thesis was to analyse Mrs N’s current speech and ascertain which 

phonetic and phonological features occur in her pronunciation. The subject of this study, Mrs N, is 

a non-native speaker of English, who was born in the Philippines, where she started learning PhlE 

at the age of five. Because she spent four years studying in the US and later on, got married to a 

British  national  and  moved  to  the  South-west  of  England,  it  is  reasonable  to  believe  her 

pronunciation  would  be  affected  by  these  experiences.  Therefore,  a  qualitatively  oriented  case 

study was conducted. Firstly, it was necessary to determine all the phenomena indicative of the four 

accents believed to have had a potential influence on Mrs N’s speech. The theoretical part of this 

thesis thus offers an in-depth overview of the individual features of General British (GB), General 

American (GA), the South-western accent of Dorset and Devon area and the Philippine English 

accent (PhlE). What is more, a sociophonetic overview on the possible reasons for speech change 

and influence was included for the purpose of this thesis. 

In the practical part of this paper, two recordings were produced by Mrs N, namely of her  

spontaneous speech, prompted by a set  of open-ended questions and a text reading which was 

created solely for the purpose of the case study. Both recordings were then thoroughly examined 

for presence and absence of all the phenomena discussed in the theoretical part. Overall, features of 

all four accents were found in Mrs N’s speech, indicating a great variability in her pronunciation. 

Although  her  pronunciation  showed  a  prevalence  of  GB  overall,  many  instances  of  the  GA 

pronunciation were detected, most of which were in the spontaneous speech recording. The PhlE 

influence  was  apparent  predominantly  in  the  pronunciation  of  consonants  in  both  text  and 

spontaneous speech recordings. The least influence was found to have the South-western accent 

with  only  two features  found in  total.  Moreover,  two unexpected  phenomena  occurred  in  the 

spontaneous speech recording, both of which are presumed to stem from the PhlE or L1 influence. 

Interestingly, many words were discovered to include features of different accents at once. What is 

more, a small amount of words were produced in different accents altogether. In other words, Mrs 

N pronounced one  word in  a  different  accent  each time she used  it.  Several  hypotheses  were 

presented in order to determine the possible reasons for the substantial degree of variation and 

inconsistency; however, research into the field of sociolinguistics is required to affirm or contradict 

these suggestions. 

With regard to the limitations of this study, the collected data did not arise form an everyday 

conversation in a natural setting but from a controlled and prompted context. In other words, the 

recorded speech was set up for research purposes only. Moreover, the perceptual auditory analysis 
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implemented in  this  thesis  may be prone to  inaccuracies because of its  intrinsically  subjective 

nature. An objective alternative would use a physical methodology, such as wave-form analysis. 

Additionally, Mrs N was asked to read the text out loud only once; therefore, there was no option 

of cross-examination.

As for the suggestions for further research, a more in-depth sociological study may present 

some solid evidence as to why Mrs N speaks with all four accents. What is more, recordings of her 

conversations with the locals and her English as well  as Filipino part  of the family may yield 

completely different results to this study. One further investigation that can be taken would be to 

question Mrs N on what she believes to be the causes of the substantial degree of variation in her 

pronunciation. While the focus of this work is solely on the segmental features, more results would 

be acquired if the suprasegmental level was also explored. Moreover, further understanding could 

be accrued in other domains, such as lexicology with focus on tautonymy, syntax, morphology, 

discourse-level features or the narrative structure of Mrs N’s speech.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1. The Part 1-3 of the questionnaire given to the respondents.

Hello, 

First of all, thank you very much for helping me with my work. Your answers will be published 
anonymously.

Please record your answers on your device and send them to me.

Part One

Introduce yourself please and tell us, briefly, something about yourself.

Part Two

Describe the plot of your favourite movie, please.

Part Three

Please read this text out loud and record it.

When Graham finally arrived home from work on Tuesday evening, he felt weary. He ignored the 

pile of letters from his father asking him about his new job at the Oxford hotel, and let his carry bag 

slip from his hand on the hardwood floor. The idea of a nice hot bath was the only thing on his  

mind.

With a leisurely attitude, he entered the dark bathroom and removed his fleece top, which still had 

the residue of the vanilla ice from lunch. He washed his face with warm water and immediately 

started to feel a lot better. 

This was the cure for most of his problems. Listening to his favourite tunes, he waited for the room 

to turn into a steamy sauna. He never had to be in a hurry or be serious here. His mask of an agile 

model worker that he had to force on his face was no longer necessary.

Rejuvenated, Graham half skipped half ran into the kitchen and after some bashing around, he 

settled on the old sofa with pleasure on his face and a slice of bread and butter in his mouth.

Part Four will follow after you send in your answers and the text reading.

Thank you very much for your participation.

All the best, 

Barbora Švecová
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Appendix 2. Part 4 of the questionnaire given to the respondent.

Part Four

Please record the answers to the following questions:

Where were you born?

What is your native language?

Where and when did you first start learning English?

Who taught you English?

What language did you study in?

What language did you use when speaking to your peers?

When did you leave the Philippines for the USA?

Where and for how long did you study/live in the USA?

When you came back from the USA, what language did you use at work?

How long did you spend in the Philippines before you met your husband?

After meeting your husband, how long did you spend in the Philippines?

How long have been living in the South-west of England?

How much do you interact with the people from the South-west of England? Are you a member of 

any local community?

What do you think about your accent?

Thank you very much for your time!

All the best,

Barbora Švecová
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Appendix 3. Transcription of the Spontaneous Speech Part

Note: The full name of Mrs N is not included for privacy reasons and is marked by an underscore.

____ female, age 57 and a resident of the United Kingdom. I am from the Philippines, moved here 

to the UK 16 years ago. I now own a business, which is a a small, tiny food shop in Lyme Regis,  

which is a sea-side, a sea-side town. 

I would now like to describe, rather than the plot of my favourite movie, I’d like to describe a 

television series that I have been watching on Netflix. The title is Midnight Diner and it’s set in a 

bustling city in Japan. And it’s about this, as the name implies, a midnight diner in a backstreet, like 

a back alley in a city. It’s run by a man with a mysterious scar on his face, we never find out what 

the scar, what what caused the scar. But he is called Master by his regular customers and it’s..all the 

stories are set in this tiny diner and the characters are very interesting; they are, as you might  

expect, the people who come into a midnight diner. There is an exotic dancer, there are various 

characters – three lady friends who finish sentences for each other – that’s how close they are and 

there is like a Yakuza underworld boss who turn out to have a heart of gold and struck a very 

unusual friendship with an ageing transvestite. There was like a gambling hustler, a gambler, who 

adopted a young boy. So each, each episode is  a vignette so it  tells the story about a -certain 

characters, it’s always got a human touch; it’s always a nice story whether it’s about love or family 

or relationships, so yes, each story in itself is a vignette and at the end of each episode, they then  

show the recipe how to make the dish that the character they feature on that episode loves to eat at 

the Midnight Diner. 

Hi my name is ________. I was born in the Philippines, my native language is a mix, because I was 

of a Chinese-Filipino parents. I speak – we spoke at home a mix of Cebuano, which was a local, 

regional  dialect,  and  Hokkien,  which  is  another  regional  Chinese  dialect;  so  both  -  a  mix  of 

Cebuano and Hokkien. I started learning English in school, when I was age – at age five and I 

learned it from my teachers so teachers were teaching us in different languages as well so from an 

early age I learned three languages: that would be English, the formal Filipino language or what is 

called Tagalog and also Chinese Mandarin, which is of course different from my regional Hokkien 

dialect. What language did I use when speaking with my peers? With friends and school-mates – I 

went  to  a  Chinese  school  –  we spoke a  mix  of  the  local  Cebuano dialect,  some English  and 

Hokkien, which is a Chinese dialect from the South of China. With locals I just spoke Cebuano, 

maybe a bit of English if needed. I left the Philippines for the US in 1989, I studied..I did a Masters  
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degree in Cornell University in Ithaca, New York and I stayed in the US for four years. Came back 

to the Philippines, worked for a..an American company and I spoke a mix of English and Tagalog 

with my colleagues; however, in a formal business situations such as doing presentations we only 

used English.  And I  went back to the Philippines 1993, shortly after,  within a year,  I  met my 

husband, who’s British and we spent nine years in the Philippines before moving to the South-west 

of England and we’ve been living here now for 16 years. I am very much member of the local 

community; I am a member of some of the groups that are in the community, in particular we have 

like a gardening group – we grow, growing our own vegetables; I’m also member of a plastic-free 

group...turning the community greener and more eco-friendly, environmentally friendly. I’m also 

active in the business community. So far with the locals I don’t think they have a problem with my 

accent, I haven’t had anybody comment on it; however, there are some customers, some strangers 

who would ask me where I’m from because they can’t place my accent. Thank you very much. 

That’s it, really.
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Appendix 4. Examined phenomena with examples.

GB South-western GA PhlE Non-native Eng.

/æ/ or /ɑ/ in trap, 
hand, bag

/ɑ/  in  trap,  hand, 
bag

/ɑ:/  in  bath,  half, 
start, mask,

/ɑə/ in start /æ/  in  bath,  half, 
mask, trap

/ʌ/ in strut, hurry /ə/  or  /ɜ/  (before 
/r/) in strut, hurry

/i:/ in feel, fleece /iə/ in feel

// in lot, job /ɑ:/  in  lot,  water, 
job

/ɑ:/ in palm /ɑ:/ in palm /ɑ/ in palm

/ə/  or  /ɑ/  in 
comma,  sofa, 
sauna, media

Lengthening  of 
short vowels 

Free  variation  of 
long  and  short 
vowels

No  centring 
diphthongs

/aɪl/  in  agile, 
missile

/əl/ or /l̩/ in agile, 
missile

/əʊ/ in goat /ɔ:/ in goat /oʊ/ in goat /oʊ/ or /o/ in goat

/eɪ/ in face /e:/ in face

/ɪə/  in  near, 
serious, 
mysterious

/ɪ/  in  near, 
serious, 
mysterious

Non-rhotic Rhoticity Rhoticity Rhoticity

/ɪŋ/ in final -ing /ɪn/ in final -ing

Sometimes 
glottalisation  [ʔ] 
in butter, catflap

Alveolar tap [ɾ] in 
butter,  letter, 
ladder

Alveolar tap [ɾ] in 
butter,  letter, 
ladder

Yod  coalescence 
in new, attitude

Yod  dropping  in 
new, attitude

Intrusive  /r/  in 
vannila  ice, 
drawing

Intrusive  /r/  in 
vannila  ice, 
drawing

Intrusive  /r/  in 
vannila  ice, 
drawing

Initial H-dropping

No aspiration of /
p, t, k/
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/ɔv/ in of

/ɔf/ in off

Substitution  of 
/f,v/ for /p, b/

/of/ in off, of

Substitution of /θ, 
ð/ for /t, d/

Substitution of /θ, 
ð/ for /t, d/

Substitution of  /z, 
ʃ, ʒ/ for /s, sj, s/ in 
word-medial  and 
word-final 
postition

Final devoicing of 
nouns  in  pl.  and 
in 3rd person sg.
→ Substitution of 
/z, ɪz/ to /s, ɪs/

Transfer  errors 
(cognates)

Consonant 
deletion

Epenthesis
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Appendix 5. Spontaneous Speech Analysis Table

This table shows the words from the warm-up part (in red), topic presentation (in purple) and from 

the historical questions (in blue). Features highlighted in blue were added during the analysis.

GB South-western GenAm PhlE Non-native Eng.

/æ/ or  /ɑ/ in trap, 
hand, bag

and
have
language
languages
that
back
have
plastic
active
accent
haven’t
had

/a/  in  trap,  bag, 
hand

am
Japan
backstreet
back
alley
are
characters
transvestite
gambling
gambler
family

/æ/ in trap

and

/ɑ/  in  trap,  hand, 
bag

/ɑ:/  in  bath,  half, 
start, mask,

rather
Master
dancer
master’s
after
ask

/ɑə/ in start /æ/  in  bath,  half, 
mask

/ʌ/ in strut, hurry /ə/  or  /ɜ/  (before 
/r/) in strut, hurry

/i:/ in feel /iə/ in feel

/ɔː/ water

small
caused
called
all
always
got
called

/ɑ:/ in water

/ɒ/ in lot, job

shop
watching

/ɑ:/ in lot, job

plot
anybody
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exotic
boss
adopted
from
what
colleagues
problem
comment

/ə/  or  /ɒ/  in 
because

/ɑ:/ in because

/ɑ:/ in palm /ɑ:/ in palm /ɑ/ in palm

China /ə/  or  /ɑ/  in 
comma,  sofa, 
sauna, media

Movie
backstreet
each

Lengthening  of 
short vowels 

/ɑ:/ in Man
when  it  should 
be /æ/ or /ɑ/

Free  variation  of 
long  and  short 
vowels

stories (short)
story (short)
each (short)

years No  centring 
diphthongs

/aɪl/  in  agile, 
missile

/əl/ or /l̩/ in agile, 
missile

/əʊ/ in goat

ago
so
episode
show
home
local

/ɔ:/ in goat /oʊ/ in goat

own
close
spoke
both
locals
only

/oʊ/ or /o/ in goat

own
close
gold
spoke
eco-friendly

/eɪ/ in face

age
favourite
name
face
lady
relationships
make
name
native
age
stayed

/e:/ in face
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came
place

/ɪə/  in  near, 
serious, 
mysterious

/ɪ/  in  near, 
serious, 
mysterious

series
mysterious

/ɪə/ in really /i:/ in really

Non-rhotic

years
other
feature
four
years

Rhoticity

here
diner
scar
never
Master
regular
customers
are
characters
dancer
underworld
turn
heart
hustler
gambler
born
another
started
learning
learned
teachers
were
early
formal
course
peers
for
Cornell
University
New York
worked
however
shortly
after
year
before
here

Rhoticity

here
diner
scar
never
Master
regular
customers
are
characters
dancer
underworld
turn
heart
hustler
gambler
born
another
started
learning
learned
teachers
were
early
formal
course
peers
for
Cornell
University
New York
worked
however
shortly
after
year
before
here

Rhoticity

here
diner
scar
never
Master
regular
customers
are
characters
dancer
underworld
turn
heart
hustler
gambler
born
another
started
learning
learned
teachers
were
early
formal
course
peers
for
Cornell
University
New York
worked
however
shortly
after
year
before
here
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member
particular
gardening
turning
greener
more
far
however
customers
strangers

member
particular
gardening
turning
greener
more
far
however
customers
strangers

member
particular
gardening
turning
greener
more
far
however
customers
strangers

/ɪŋ/ in final -ing

watching
interesting
ageing
gambling
learning
teaching
speaking
doing
moving
living
gardening
growing
turning

/ɪn/ in final -ing

Sometimes 
glottalisation  [ʔ] 
in butter, catflap

got
bit

mostly /t/

title
city
into
native
started
nineteen
eighty
University
British
community

Alveolar tap [ɾ] in 
butter,  letter, 
ladder

Alveolar tap [ɾ] in 
butter,  letter, 
ladder

Yod  coalescence 
in new, attitude

New York

Yod  dropping  in 
new, attitude
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Intrusive  /r/  in 
vannila  ice, 
drawing

Intrusive  /r/  in 
vannila  ice, 
drawing

Intrusive  /r/  in 
vannila  ice, 
drawing

Here
he
have
his
how
heart

Initial H-dropping

UK
town
television
title
caused 
customers
tiny
come
touch

No aspiration of /
p, t, k/

people

/ɔv/ in of

of
of

/ɔf/ in off

friends
finish
for
friendship
Philippines
five
from
left
very
free

Substitution  of 
/f,v/ for /p, b/

/of/ in off, of

/ɔf/ in of

The
rather
that
this
with
they
there
three
other
whether
then
three
with

Substitution of /θ, 
ð/ for /t, d/

Substitution of /θ, 
ð/ for /t, d/
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south
within
think

finish
friendship
relationships
dish
English
situation
presentations
husband 
business

Substitution of  /z, 
ʃ, ʒ/ for /s, sj, s/ in 
word-medial  and 
word-final 
position

Resident
Business
television 
/teləviʃən/
caused 
unusual /ʃ/
business
presentations

/ɪ/ in television /ə/ in television /ʃ/ in television

/ɪ/ in episode /ə/ in episode

/ə/ in interesting /ɪ/ in interesting

/ɪ/ in recipe /ə/ in recipe

/eə/ in various
parents

/e/ in various
parents

/æ/  and  /z/  in 
transvestite 

/s/ in transvestite 

Implies
was

Final devoicing of 
nouns  in  pl.  and 
in 3rd person sg.
→ Substitution of 
/z, ɪz/ to /s, ɪs/

Initial  devoicing 
of /b/ to /p/

bustling

Transfer  errors 
(cognates)

Consonant 
deletion

Epenthesis

To – schwa in the 
right position
az - /z/ correct
we  –  short  /i/ 
correct short form 

 strong  /ðæn/ 
where there sould 
be  weak  form 
/ðən/
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/ʌs/ where should 
be a weak form
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Appendix 6. Text Analysis Table.

Table includes examined phenomena with examples and classified target words pronounced by Mrs 

N (green).

GB South-western GenAm PhlE Non-native Eng.

/æ/ or /ɑ/ in trap, 
hand, bag

bag
hand
had

/a/  in  trap,  bag, 
hand

attitude

/æ/ in trap /ɑ/  in  trap,  hand, 
bag

bag
hand
had

/ɪ/ in attitude /ə/ in attitude

/ɪ/ in residue /ə/ in residue

/æ/ in carry /e/ in carry

/ɑ:/  in  bath,  half, 
start, mask,

half
bathroom
bath
mask
after
asking

/ɑə/ in start /æ/  in  bath,  half, 
mask

/ʌ/ in strut, hurry

hurry

/ə/  or  /ɜ/  (before 
/r/) in strut, hurry

/i:/ in feel, fleece /iə/ in feel

feel

/ɒ/ in lot, job

job
Oxford
top
washed
lot
model

/ɑ:/ in lot, job

/ɔː/ in water

warm
water

/ɑ:/ in water

/ɔː/ in sauna /aʊ/ in sauna

/ɑ:/ in palm /ɑ:/ in palm /ɑ/ in palm

/ə/ in /ə/  or  /ɑ/  in 
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sauna
sofa
vanilla

comma,  sofa, 
sauna, media

Lengthening  of 
short vowels 

problems (long)

Free  variation  of 
long  and  short 
vowels

Graham
weary
idea
serious

No  centring 
diphthongs

cure

/aɪl/  in  agile, 
missile

agile

/əl/ or /l̩/ in agile, 
missile

/əʊ/ in goat

home
no
old
sofa

/ɔ:/ in goat /oʊ/ in goat

only

/oʊ/ or /o/ in goat

hotel

/eɪ/ in face

face
Tuesday
favourite
waited
rejuvenated

/e:/ in face

/ɪə/  in  near, 
serious, 
mysterious

/ɪ/  in  near, 
serious, 
mysterious

Non-rhotic

Oxford
leisurely
entered
better
pleasure

Rhoticity

work
ignored
letters
father
hardwood 
floor
dark
warm
water
started
cure
turn
never
worker

Rhoticity

work
ignored
letters
father
hardwood 
floor
dark
warm
water
started
cure
turn
never
worker

Rhoticity

work
ignored
letters
father
hardwood 
floor
dark
warm
water
started
cure
turn
never
worker
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force
longer
after
butter
here

force
longer
after
butter
here

force
longer
after
butter
here

/ɪŋ/ in final -ing

asking
listening

/ɪn/ in final -ing

Sometimes 
glottalisation  [ʔ] 
in butter, catflap
but
mostly /t/
letters
attitude
entered
water
better
waited
rejuvenated
into
settled
butter

Alveolar tap [ɾ] in 
butter,  letter, 
ladder

Alveolar tap [ɾ] in 
butter,  letter, 
ladder

Yod  coalescence 
in new, attitude

Tuesday
new
attitude
tunes

Yod  dropping  in 
new, attitude

/dʒu:/ in residue /duː/ in residue

Intrusive  /r/  in 
vannila  ice, 
drawing

Intrusive  /r/  in 
vannila  ice, 
drawing

Intrusive  /r/  in 
vannila  ice, 
drawing

Initial H-dropping

carry
top
cure
kitchen
turn

No aspiration of /
p, t, k/

/ɔv/ in of

/ɔf/ in off

Substitution  of 
/f,v/ for /p, b/

/of/ in off, of

Mouth Substitution of /θ, Substitution of /θ, 
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bathroom
bath
the
with
this
that
thing

ð/ for /t, d/ ð/ for /t, d/

Leisurely
washed
bashing
pleasure

Substitution of  /z, 
ʃ, ʒ/ for /s, sj, s/ in 
word-medial  and 
word-final 
position

residue

Final devoicing of 
nouns  in  pl.  and 
in 3rd person sg.
→ Substitution of 
/z, ɪz/ to /s, ɪs/

Transfer  errors 
(cognates)

Consonant 
deletion

Epenthesis
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